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High-repetition-rate Reman amplification of 16-pm radiation

f
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University of California
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Chemistry Division
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

High-repetition-rate generation of up to 325 mJ of Reman ampli-

fied radiation near 615 cm-l has been demonstrated in C02-pumped

para-H2 using a low-power, microwave-shifted CF4 laser as an

input Stokes seed source. Experiments were limited to 200 Hz,

but single-shot Schlieren measurements indicate that our flowing

room-temperature 44-pass Reman ccnverter should be capable of

the design goal of 1 kHz. Strong conversion was achieved even

with no flow at 100 Hz. Details of the overall system design,

experimental parameters, and present system limitationfiare

discussed.

1. Introduction

C02 lagers provide the most efficient source for generating

new wavelengths by optical pumping or Reman scattering in the

region bejond 10 pm. We report here initial results obtained

with a system designed to demonstrate the feasibility of pro-

ducing high-average-power downshifted radiation by means of Raman

amplification in para-H2. Because of the wide range of output

wavelength which can potentially be achieved, the techniques

described here may prove useful for a variety of photochemical

or ather applications requiring high-average-power sources of

bumble infrared laser radiation.
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Raman scattering using the SO(0) rota~ional transition in HZ

(J =O+J= 2 in the ground vibrational state) has proved to be

a very efficient way to downshift C02 laser radiationl-4 by

354 cm-l. It provides the possibility of generating line-tun,ble

rhdiation in the -13.5- to M-pm region with normal C02 as well

as over somewhat extended but overlapping regions with other C02

isotopes, or with continuous tunability by use of high-pressure

C02 lasers. Very high conversion efficiencies are achievable

because higher-order processes are easily suppressed: the gain

for second Stokes radiation is roughly half that of the first

Stokes because of the considerably longer wavelength, and anti-

Stokes radiaticm is strongly discriminated against by the use of

circular polarization. The principle drawback of rotational

Reman 6cattering in H2 is the rather low gain (of~ 10‘4 cm/MW) at

these long wavelengths, requiring either a multiple-focus

geometryl’2’4’5 or the use of waveguides3 to extend the focal

interaction length. Although it is possible to reach stimulated

Raman threshold from noise in a 77-K multipass cell,1 such

operation is at best marginal in a room temperature cell,4 where

the gain is lower by a factor of 2.4, Because of potential

problems envisioned in building a 77-K flowing multiple-pass

Reman c~Jllfor high-repetition-rate operation, the decision was

made to build a room-temperature cell which could be operated as

an

of

amplifier by providing an input Stokes teed source.

The experimental arrangement is showh in Fig. 1. It con~ista

three wkmymtems, the high-repetition-rate C(32laser, the seed

source, ●nd the Reman cell.

in Sec. II. The results of

ments ●re protontad in Sec.

Each of these ●bsystexm is described

the Reman amplification experi-

111.
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11. Experimental Apparatus

The C09 Laser

The high-repetition-rate C02 laser6 (Fig. 2) was built under

contract to Los Alamos by the United Technologies Research Center

(UTRC). It was originally specified as a 1

for optical pumping, narrowband and tunable

center on any 9 or 10 pm transition between

J/pulse, l-kHz laser

Al GHz from line

J= 8 and J = 40.

These specifications were later revised to a minimum of 2 J/pulse

for the purpose of Raman scattering, but with no requirement for

fine frequency tunability and naxrowband operation. The system

is constructed with Wo lasers sharing the same flow duct: a

low power 1.8 cm by 1.8 cm master oscillator (MO) and a 2.9 cm

by 2.9 cm high-power oscillator (HPO) which we gmerally run as a

double-pass amplifier. Each has two 24-inch-long discharge heads

supplied by separate LC-inversion circuits which are switched

by a single thyratron. The HPO capacitors store 70 J at 19 kV,

corresponding to an energy loading of 100 J/2-atm with the las?r

operated at 600 Torr (slightly above the 10CCL1ambient pressure).

The MO was designed to run at -12-13 kV with an energy storage

of -15 J and an energy loading of -50 J/fl-atm. Under these condi-

tions, the laser has been run at up to 500 Hz with a double-passed

amplifier output of 2.7 J/pulse on the 10 R(10) line, and arc-free

operation has been sustained by a catalytic converter with no gas

makeup for 10 minutes at 200 Hz. It has been run at up to 800 Hz

in discharge tests, but only at reduced energy loading. Discharge

instabilities at the higher repetition rates are believed to be

caused primarily by insufficiently damped acoustic disturbance,
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from previous pulses;’probe beam deflection n,easurements

indicate that it takes 3-4 ms for these acoustic disturbances to

decay. Some acoustic damping is provided by aluminum foam liners

built into

downstream

the device

the flow channel walls primarily in the diffuser region

of the discharge. However, due to the large scale of

(the flow duct height is -8 ft), acoustic deflections

from upstream and downstream obstructions take a relatively long

time to return. Thus the acoustic damping time of this device is

comparable to that of a smaller laser constructed at Los Alamos

from a flow channel provided by URTC. This smaller laser, which

has no acoustic absorbers, has been used as a test bed for

studying preionization and gas catalysis techniques, and has

been run for long periods at > 500 Hz.a

In order to reach strong pump depletion in the Raman process,

it was necessary to inject at least 3 J of C02 radiation into the

Raman cell in a pulse having at least 75% of its energy in a

gain-switched spike of -70 ns FINHM,giving a peak pmer of -27 MW.

Because of the high peak powers needed,,we found it necessary to

drive the master oscillator of the UTRC laser beyond its nominal

design point. Operating with a 3:1:0.5:0.02 He:C02:N2?C0 mix at

16 kV (90 J/2-atm), we obtain 3/4 J on 10 R(10) from the TEMOO

master oscillator in a 75-80 ns FWHM pulse:. Under these operatinq

conditions, the MO discharge was unstable above 200 Hz and could

not be operated for long periods without degradation even at

100 Hz. The addition of up to ~ of CO to the laser mix helped

to limit the buildup of 02 from dissociated C02 and thus extend
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the time during which the laserts cataiytic converter could

maintain arc-free operation. The catalytic converter was not

capable of operation at as high a temperature as that of the

smaller laser mentioned above, and is a component which requires

fbrther improvement.

The output beam is focused slightly and then diverged through

the power amplifier (Fig. i), entering near the bottom edge of

the discharge with a beam waist of 6 mm. The expanded beam

(W. = 12 mm) is recollimated at the back mirror and passed a

second time through the amplifier, exiting slightly above the

discharge centerline. Typically -4.2 J is extracted in a slightly

narrowed (-70 ns -) pulse with th? amplifier operated at

20 kV. The output Seam profile is considerably flattened by the

saturated amplification, and in the near field shows some inter-

ference from glancing-incidenre reflection of energy off the

electrodes. After being further expanded to a calculated W. of

17 mm, the beam is rendered circularly polarized by reflection

from two l/8-wave multilaycr dielectric reflective phase shifters.
9

Circular polarization of the pump beam provides a 50% increase in

gain for the AJ = 2 rotational Raman transition.10 Approximately

70~ of the C02 output energy is transmitted to the Raman cell by

these optics, a mode-matching mirror, and several other mirrors

not shown in Fig. 1. The pump beam is combined with the Stokes

seed source by means of a dielectric-coated ZnSe dichroic element

(99% reflective at 10,3 pm and highly transmitting at 16 pm)

which also serves as one entrance window of the Raman cell.
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The Seed Source Laser

The seed source utilized for these experiments is a microwave-

shifted CF4 laser operating on the 615 cr,l-1 CF4 line. The

choice of this line is dictated by it’s low lasing threshold,

which permits kilohertz repetition rates to be achieved using

Q-switched C02 cw discharge pump lasers. This laser has been

described elsewhere.ll other optically pumped lines of CF4 or

other molecules can provide the seed source for Raman scattering

of other C02 laser lines, but generally require more powerful

optical pump lasers. It is also possible to generate other Raman

frequencies by simultaneously injecting additional pump frequencies;

once one frequency is strongly converting, it causes strong conversion

at the other frequencies by a four-wave-mixing p=ocess.1,4,12 In

this way, Stokes output energy corresponding to even a weak C02

line can be generated. Two-m-more-frequency excitation can, morever,

be beneficial in multiphoton excitation processes.13 Dual-frequency

generation has been carried out at low repetition rate,q but has not

as yet been attempted on this high-repetition-rate system.

The CF4 laser output is shift~d into near coincidence with the

16.3 pm Raman Stokes wavelength corresponding to the 10.3 ~m

R(10) C02 pump by means of a 7.85 GHz single-sideband CdTe micro-

wave shifter.14 The shifted frequency is believed to be within

-300 MHz ~f the central Stokes frequency and hence well within

the linev-idthcorresponding to the multilongitudinal-mode C02

pump. The CF4 laser beam is circularly polarized by means of a

CdS quarter-wave plate for the shift. This polarization also

gives the maximum Ranmn ga~n in conjunction with the oppositely
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circularly polarized C02 pump. Circular polarization of the seed

source is not critical, however, since it only gives a factor

of two in the signal to be amplified. The microwave-shifted seed

source is also beam-expanded and mode-matched into the Raman cell.

@out 30 nJ of seed source radiation in a 500-ns pulse is available

for Raman amplification.

The Raman Cell

The optical

It is based on

configuration of the

a modified version15

Raman cell is shown in Fig. 3a.

of the off-axis spherical

interferometers in which the circulaz spot pattern has been

collapsed into a line in order to minimize the volume of gas

which must be cleared between pulses to avoid thermally-jnduced

beam distortion. Two multiple-pass regions are con2ained within

the cell, each capable of being varied from 14 to 34 passes (in

steps of 4) by a change in mirror spacing. This allows a variation

from 14 to 68 passes. These experiments have been carried out

with 22 passes utilized on each side, with 2.5-m radius mii-rors

separated by 4.14 m. The Rayleigh range, ZR = nwo2/A, of a

self-reproducing Gaussian beam in this resonator is 94.3 cm,

corresponding to a 10.3 pm l/e radius W. of 1.76 mm at the focus

and 4.24 mm at the mirrors. Mode-matching into the cell is

achieved by choice of radius of the first internal folding mirror

in the cell, placement and radius of an external focusing mirror

(“5f16 in Fig. 1), and fine adjustment of the beam expansion

telescope. For our non-Ganssian input beam, the best mode-match

(as judged by examination of five consecutive focii) gives a beam

waist, measured by means of a pyroelectric array, of ‘2*1 mm.
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for a TEMOO mode and gives a peak focal

The fluence of <10 J/cm2 on the copper

mirrors is well below the 50-60 J/cmz single pulse damage thres-

hold 16,17
t and below the value for which multiple-pulse effects

aue expected.18 A small mirror at the center of one of the

7-in.-diam multipass mirrors serves as both an input and output

coupler and hence sees a fluence -75% greater, but in two pulses

separated by 300 ns. No damage problems have been observed on

this mirror.

The optics are ccntained within a flow channel as illust~-ated

in Fig. 3h. A flow velocity of

by 15 fans equally spaced along

at 5000 rpm by external 1 hp dc

ferrofluidic seals. The motors

approximately 5 mz’sis provided

the length. The fans were driven

motors which are coupled by

are capable of twice this speed,

but transmit unacceptably greater vibrations to the optics when

run at higher speeds. A heat exchanger provides coo.Lingto

remove the thermal energy deposited by the Raman process or

generated by the fans. Because the optics are mounted to the

vessel wall, we found it necessary to adjust the water flow to

the heat exchanger so as to hold the gas temperature and hence

pressure constant. The CC1l wa~ operated near 600 rorr, and the

alignment was sensitive to a pressure change of a few Torr. ‘lht>

input windows are ZnSe with a 2-1/4 in. clear aperture (AR coated

except for the dichroic beam combining surface) and

window is AR ccated KBr with a 1-3/4 in. aperture.

111. Experimental Results

Typical undepleted and depleted C02 pulses and a

pulse are shown in Fig. 4. The required peak power

the output

Raman output

was -30%
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greater than expected based on preliminary experiments with a

low-repetition-rate laser.19 This may have been caused, at least

in part, by our aeci~ion to utilize a larger input beam than used

for the low-repetition-rate laser in order to preclude any possibility

of repetition--rateinduced damage to the dielectric-coated optical

elements. It appears that some clipping of the C02 beam may be

occurring, since a C02 transmission of only -37% (1.1 J out for

3 J in) was measured, compared to 46% with the low repetition-rate

laser. The Stokes seed source is definitely clipped at the

entrance window, and may not be optilfiallymode-matched. A maximum

16 pm output of 325 mJ was measured at low repetition rate by

rejecting the C02 with a LiF Reststrahl reflectcr having 77%

reflectivity at 16 pm and +% at 10.3 Nm. For high-repetition-

rate experiments, the LiF was replaced by a diffraction grating

and the first order diffracted energy was normalized to that

obtaii~edat low repetition rate. A large zero-order component

was present also due to the circular polarization of the beam.

The measllredoutput energy is consistent with the degree of pump

depletion observed (Fig. 4), which typically does not start

approaching full conversion until near the peak of the pump. In

this non-heavily-saturatedmode of operation, the output shows

large fluctuations for small changes in pump peak power, and

should be sensitive to the frequency content of the pump and

Stokes beams as well. Figure 5 shows typical distributions of

input C02 energies for 2C0-pulse bursts at 1, 50, 100, and 200 Hz.

The vertical axis displays the logarithm of the number of pulses

of a given energy (horizontal axis), as stored in a multichannel
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analyzer. The multichamel analyzer integrates the output of a

HgCdTe detector which views a small fraction of the input CO=.

The width of the

larger than that

t~jcally ranged

as low as 2.8 or

&

distribution observed in this way appears slightly

measured with a pyroelectric energy meter, which

between 2.9 and 3.1 J with an occasional pulse

as high as 3.2 J. It is possible that this

wider

It

distribution is due to a small spatial wander of the beam.

can be seen that the CO- distribution at 50 Hz is as ;“ood
L

as, or better than, that obtained at 1 Hz, and that the corres-

ponding 16-pm output distributions shown in I’ig.6, although much

wider, are similar to one another. The C02 eneigy falls slightly

K
&

at 100 and 209 Hz, and the distributions in ou ut energies shift

considerably lower. The very low energy C02 points are caused by

arcs in the master oscillator, which begin to become significant

at 200 Hz, particularly for longer bursts of pulses. (The arcs

seen in the 1 Hz data are due to the preionizer timing having

been optimized for higher repetition rate and can be eliminated

by a change in timing.)

The distribution in 16-pm output energies is shown in Fig. 7a

for a 10,000 pulse burst (3.3 min.) at 50 Hz; the display in this

case shows N(E) vs. E. The centroid of the distribution is

shifted only slightly lower than for the 200 pulse burst and did

not appear to be degrading at the end of the burst. A 10,000

pulse burst at 100 Hz is shown in Fig. 7b. In thid case, the

number of zero-energy shots (which are off-scale in this photo)

increase significantly during the course of the run and this i~

even more evident at 200 Hz. It is believed that this behavior

is due almost solely to the formation of streamers in the MO
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discharge which presently are observed for long bursts at th.Je

repetition rates.
e

None of the obsemed degradations in ou&t at high repetition

rate was directly attributable to any problem in the flowing

R&man cell, although it is not possible to completely rule this

out A.thout additional diagnostics and a more stable pump input.

However, the following observations were made in support of this

conclusion: (a) Breakdown at random focal points in the cell was

observed tc occur on 1-2% of the shots, independent of repetition

rate, and with no significant difference with or without flow.

The inside of the cell had been carefully cleaned, and a filtered

recir~ulation system was used to remove dust particles from the

flowing gas. These results indicate that although there are

probably some dust particles remaining, there are not a great

deal more stirred up by the flow. This problem also appeared

to get better the more the cell was run, possibly in part bf.cause

of bettsr alignment procedures and in part because dust particles

were being vaporized. (b) Single shot Schlieren measurements,

taken with a photomultiplier looking at the central region of a

He-t’Jebeam which traverses the cell nearly collinearly with the

infrared beam, indicate that the optical quality of the medium

is restored within -0.5-0.8 ms after the pulse (Fig. 8a), at the

level of conversion that we are presently achieving. Although

this time may lengthen somewhat if higher conversions can be

achieved, it appears that 5000 rpm operation of the fans would be

sufficient for kHz repetition rate. Sir‘.larmeasurement were

also made with no flow (Fig. 8b); in this case the optical
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qualityreturnedwithin -8 ms. We subsequentlyran the laser

for 1000 shots at 100 Hz with no flow, and obtainedresults

very similarto those with flow.

IV. Discussion

~ These initial experiments with this system are far from optimum

in that the fluctuations in Reman output are much greater than

desirable owing to an insufficient degree of saturation of the

Raha amplifier. This is due in part to the low level of Stokes

seed saarce available, and in part to the requirement of a some-

what higher pump peak power than anticipated. A lower conversion

efficiency than should be achievable is obtained for the same reasons.

We do feel, however, that these xesults verify the feasibility of

building an efficient high-repetition-rate Raman converter. A

sl:rongerseed source and/or higher peak power C02 pump pulses

would result in stronger pump depletion and could allow a smaller

number of passes to be used, which would reduce mirror losses.

Methods for producing a more powerful seed aourse by Reman oscil-

lation in a device with u much smaller n,de volume have been under

investigation for this purpose. Dielectric-enhanced mirrors could

also substantially improve the cell transnlission. Finally, the

output of a system such as this, if further amplified by another

C02 pump, would reach s+.rongdepletion il~only a few passes,

resulting in a very high conversion efficiency for this Btage

amplification.

of
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

!

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

dig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Schematicof experimentalarrangement. C02 master
oscillatoroutput is convergedby mirror Ml, diverged
by M2, passed once throughthe power amplifier,
recollimatedby X9 before a secondpass, and picked off
by skimer mirror ~, (out of plane). Output is further
expanded,circuiarpolarized,and mode-matchedinto
Reman cell by X6. C!F4 seed source ia microwave-shifted,
expanded,and mode-matchedby M6.

(a) Photographof UTRC C02 laser, showing dual flow
laops, catalyticconverterand heat exchangersat top,
shieldeddischargeelectronics,optical table, and
optics boxes which house internaloptics,vibration-
isolatedblower meter, and electronicsracks. System
is 7-ft wide by 12-ft long by 8-ft high. Not shown are
power supply and resonantchargercabinets. (b) Cross-
sectionof laser flow loop, showingblower, discharge
channelsand electrodes,downstream preionizer pins,
acoustically lined diffuser regions, and heat exchanger
Drawing courtesy of United Technologies Research Cente:.

(a) Optical configuration of Raman cell. Both multi-
pass regions are adjustablefrom 14 to 34 passes. (b)
Cross sectionof Reman cell, showingone of 15 fans,
flow duct and heat exchanger. Space is provided also
for gas filters, but cleanup was done with an external
loop. Cell is -6-ft wide by 5-ft high by 15-ft long.

(a) Depleted and undepletedCO? output pulse. (b) Stokes
output pulf3e. 50 ns/div. Oscilloscope bandwidth is seb
at 20 MHZ to uverage over fast spikes present in free-
running laser output.

Distributionof C02 input ene:gies for 200 pulse bursts
at (a) 1 Hz, (b) 50 Hz, (c) 109 Hz, (d) 200 Hz.

Distributionof Raman output energies for 200 pulse
bursts at (a) 1 Hz, (b) 50 Hz, (c) 100 H, (d) 200 Hz.

Distributionof Reman output energies for 3.0,000pulse
burst at (a) 50 Hz, (b) 100 Hz.

Signal resultingfrom deflectionof He-Ne probe beam
off photo deteetorby Reman-heated

!
as. (a) Flowing,

500 ps/div, (b) Nonflowing,1 ins/dv. He-Ne signal
is restoradwithin -0.8 ms after pump pulse (T = O)
with flow; noise on later part of some traces i- due
to fan-inducedvibrationswhich causes ● spctial
jitter of severalmm in the He-Ne output beam. With
no flow the signal takas as long ms 8 ms to be restored.
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